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Big Data





In summary, 

Generally Big Data Architecture Data Pipeline has five stages:







Data lake is one place to put all the data enterprises

may want to use, including structured and

unstructured data.





Single Source of Truth.

Structuring all the Best Quality data in one place.





Hadoop is a collection of open source

programs/procedures/platform relating to Big Data

analysis. Being open source, it is freely available for

use, reuse and modification (with some restrictions)

for anyone who is interested in it. Big Data scientists

call Hadoop the 'backbone' of their operations.





Transformation Journey towards Big Data Platform.

Please read this article to get more info on how Big Data & its Architecture

https://eng.uber.com/uber-big-data-platform/

https://eng.uber.com/uber-big-data-platform/




BI



ML/AI



Business Analytics 



Business Analytics 



We will do some Data Analysis using BI Tools (Tableau)

Download Tableau Public 
https://public.tableau.com/en-us/s/download



❑Data in Raw format might not help.

❑Data transformation through calculation help to do :

❑ Draw better insights

❑ Generate Report

❑ Data Driven Decision

❑ Self Serving Data

https://drive.google.com/file/d/131VI-hVyeLFRwkFNqaa01N_Rk8NHlZvs/view

Get Dataset (Super Store Sales Data)



❑What is the growth of various Sub-Categories over 4 years?

❑Which category in each segment is yielding more profit?

❑Monthly fluctuations in sales in various years?

❑ Running total of sales in each year?

❑ Rank sub-categories based on Quantity sold and compare their profits.

❑ Find the average discount to Sales ratio for each sub-category in different regions.

❑What is the average order to ship time for various sub-categories?




